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Abstract. For any subject of economic relations, the main purpose of investments is to 

maximize income and minimize risks, as well as to save money from inflation. The best way to 

achieve this goal is a portfolio approach to investment. Nowadays, there are plenty of strategies 

and techniques for the construction and management of the investment portfolio, therefore, the 

problem of choosing the most effective investment policy is particularly relevant for any 

investor. Markowitz portfolio optimization model is very popular among investors around the 

world in recent decades, but also is criticized a lot by different scholars. To mitigate the 

problems of the Markowitz optimization model, we decided to apply multivariate time series 

forecast to an optimization process and examined, whether the use of multivariate time series 

models in a portfolio optimization process can improve portfolio performance and decrease 

overall volatility. Using a Markowitz optimization model and the BEKK GARCH model, 

portfolios for different levels of risk has been constructed for the Shanghai Stock Exchange 

and Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Backtesting results show, that in fact, portfolios constructed 

through a multivariate time series forecast decrease overall portfolio volatility. Also, we have 

found, that applied models outperformed the stock market indexes, which confirms the 

efficiency of the implementation of both models for portfolio construction techniques.  

1. Introduction 

1.1. Background of the study 

The following research is devoted to the construction of optimal investment portfolios using the 

classical Markowitz optimization model and the multidimensional model of conditional 

heteroscedasticity (GARCH). 

Depending on goals and objectives the investor faces when constructing a particular portfolio, the 

portfolio manager must choose a certain percentage between different types of assets that make up the 

investor's portfolio. A portfolio constructed of different kinds of investments will, on average, yield 

higher returns and pose a lower risk than any individual investment found within the portfolio. For this 
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reason, properly take into account the needs of the investor and create a portfolio of assets that com-

bines reasonable risk and acceptable profitability, the main task of the portfolio manager. 

Based on the literature review, we found, that today the Markowitz portfolio optimization model is 

the most popular model among investors. The model allows finding a combination of assets that pro-

vide a minimum risk for a required level of the expected return. And despite the fact that the model of 

Markowitz was proposed more than 60 years ago, it is still widely used by investors. 

However, studies (King 1994; Koch 1991; Kaplanis 1988) have shown that mathematical expecta-

tions, variances, and covariances of asset yields, on which based the Markowitz optimization model, in 

some cases change over time and their selective evaluation does not take into account the possibility of 

time series autocorrelation of profitability, what causes estimation errors in a moment of return fore-

casting and makes the Markowitz model very sensitive to small changes in input data. So, given the 

challenges presented above, there was a need to model the expected returns, variances and covariances 

of returns with the purpose to predict their future value.  

To solve problems, related to the Markowitz model, to decrease effects of time-varying risk, in-

crease the efficiency of the portfolio and mitigate estimation errors we decided to use the generalized 

autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) process, which widely used for modeling va-

riances and covariances of time series of returns, and allows to make a fairly accurate prediction of 

these characteristics. 

1.2. Theoretical and practical relevance of the topic 

The use of forecasts based on the GARCH models in the portfolio construction process has been pre-

viously studied in the work of Pojarliev and Polasek (2001). They found, that the volatility predictions 

gained through multivariate time series models can be successfully transformed into higher portfolio 

yields if the right combination of volatility modeling and portfolio strategy can be found. And despite 

the fact that the use of forecasts based on the GARCH models in portfolio construction process after 

Pojarliev and Polasek, also considered other scholars (Gupta and Donleavy, 2009; Miralles-Marcelo 

and Miralles-Quirós, 2013), all their researches based on index portfolios, which included only index-

es of different countries, such as MSCI indexes, and none of them have not considered the stock port-

folios, which are most widely managed by investors than index portfolios. So, the question about the 

influence of the forecasts, through multivariate GARCH models, on portfolios, consisting of the 

stocks, remains under-studied.  

For this reason, the chosen topic represents high theoretical and practical value. One of the main 

purposes of the research is to establish whether the use of a multidimensional model of generalized 

autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) can improve the accuracy of the portfolio vo-

latility forecast and thereby reduce the risk of the optimal stock portfolio and increase its overall re-

turn. 

1.3. Objectives of the study 

To achieve the main purpose of the research, we constructed two portfolios: the first portfolio based 

on a classical Markowitz optimization model, and second portfolio based on a data, predicted through 

a GARCH BEKK model. This allowed us to compare the performance of portfolios and decide wheth-

er the portfolio, based on predicted values through a GARCH BEKK model, performed better or not. 

Also, we have checked our findings for two different stock exchanges. First, we ran two models for 

the stock portfolio constructed for the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SSE), then, we used the same mod-

els for a stock portfolio for the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (HKEX), which diversified by industry 

and country. Consequently, we got results for two different stock exchanges and compared, for which 

market our models work better: for a portfolio, consisted of the stocks of mainland Chinese compa-

nies, listed only on the SSE (single market portfolio), or for a portfolio, which contains stocks of the 

companies, diversified not only by industry, but also by country, which listed on the HKEX (diversi-

fied portfolio). 
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2. Theoretical Part 

2.1. Research methodology of the Markowitz portfolio optimization process 

In 1952 Harry Markowitz formulated the portfolio problem as a choice of the mean and variance of a 

portfolio of assets. He proved the fundamental theorem of mean-variance portfolio theory and quanti-

fied the difference between the risk of portfolio assets taken individually and the overall risk of the 

portfolio. Markowitz demonstrated that the portfolio risk came from the co-variances of the asset that 

made up the portfolio. 

The Markowitz approach is often described as a mean-variance approach because it only takes 

mean return and variance of return into account to characterize the investor’s portfolio. Further, we 

consider the mathematical basis of the classical Markowitz optimization model, used in an empirical 

part.  

For the construction of an investment portfolio, the portfolio manager has to run an optimization 

model. In a classical Markowitz optimization model, there are two strategies among which investor 

has to make a choice: 

1. Maximization of an investment portfolio return with limited risk; 

2. Minimization of an investment portfolio risk at the minimum acceptable level of return. 

Because the main focus of the research is volatility, in the empirical part of the paper we use the 

Markowitz model of minimum risk. The formula and restrictions, imposed on model, to find the op-

timal weights of financial instruments are presented below: 

Mean-variance efficient portfolio of minimum risk:  

 
 
 

 
   𝑤𝑖

2 ∙ 𝜎𝑖
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𝑛
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𝑛
𝑖=1

 𝑤𝑖 = 1𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑤𝑖 ≥ 0

  

where,  

rp – minimum required wealth; 

wi – weight of asset i in the portfolio;  

σi – variance of asset i in the portfolio; 

k – correlation between assets. 

 

The formulation in Equation 1 gives the optimum portfolio (i.e. minimum risk) for the specified 

minimum required wealth, rp. That is, no other portfolios can give a similar or higher return with a 

lower risk. 

As we mentioned above, Harry Markowitz optimization model has some drawbacks, regarding va-

riables estimation process, and in the next section, we consider the application of the GARCH process 

for variables forecasting in order to improve optimization model results. 

2.2. Multivariate time series forecasts for the portfolio optimization problem 

The GARCH model was developed independently by Bollerslev (1986) and Taylor (1986). Today, 

GARCH-type models primary used in forecasting volatility and conditional values of the assets.  

Because univariate GARCH models model the conditional variance of each series entirely inde-

pendently of all other series and don’t allow to extend “volatility spillovers” between markets or as-

sets, we use multivariate GARCH model which enable us to determine whether the volatility in one 

asset or market leads or lags the volatility in others.  

The most popular multivariate GARCH models are the VECH and BEKK models (Engle and 

Kroner, 1995, p. 133). One disadvantage of VECH model is that this model does not guarantee that the 

matrix will be positive definite. However, taking into account that the components of the matrix are 

conditional variances and covariances, in our case such components cannot take negative values.  

(1) 
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The BEKK model (Engle and Kroner, 1995, p. 133) solves such difficulty, ensuring that the H ma-

trix is always positive definite. The positive definiteness of the covariance matrix is ensured owing to 

the quadratic nature of the terms on the equation’s RHS. The BECK model also reduces the number of 

parameters for estimation, making it more convenient to use than the VECH model. 

Parameters of the multivariate GARCH models can be estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood 

function (Brooks, 2014, p.470): 

𝑙  𝜃 = −
𝑇𝑁

2
𝑙𝑜𝑔2𝜋 −

1

2
 (𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝐻𝑡 + 𝜖`𝑡𝐻𝑡

−1𝜖𝑡)𝑇
𝑡=1  

where, 

θ – all the unknown parameters to be estimated; 

N – number of assets (number of series in the system); 

T – number of observations; 

Ht  - conditional covariance matrix; 

et – innovation vector. 

 

Therefore, the second type of a portfolio in our research we develop based on the forecasted condi-

tional variance matrix and forecasted vector of returns from a multivariate BEKK GARCH described 

above.  

To estimate the parameters of the multidimensional GARCH model, as well as the sample numeri-

cal characteristics of the time series, we use the econometric package “EViews 10”. 

2.3. Portfolio construction using Markowitz optimization model 

To prove an assumption, made in the first section of the paper, first, we constructed an investment 

portfolio for the Shanghai Stock Exchange and Hong Kong Stock Exchange based on the classical 

Markowitz optimization model. 

Principles of stocks selection for the SSE portfolio are Liquidity; Industry performance; Diversifi-

cation by industry; p/e (price/earnings) and p/b (price/book value) coefficients. Table 1 represents the 

stocks chose for optimization. 

Table 1. List of the stocks for portfolio optimization for the SSE 

Ticker Company  Industry 
600028 China Petroleum & Chemical Corporation Oil and Gas 
600030 CITIC Securities Co Ltd Financials 
600036 China Merchants Bank Co Ltd Banking 
600050 China United Network Communications 

Co Ltd 

Telecommunications 
600104 SAIC Motor Co Ltd Automotive 
600276 Jiangsu Hengrui Medicine Co Ltd Health Care 
600519 Kweichow Moutai Co Ltd Consumer Staples 
601088 China Shenhua Energy Co Ltd Energy 
601318 Ping An Insurance Company of China Ltd Insurance 
601668 China State Construction Engineering Co 

Ltd 

Construction 
 

For the in-sample estimation period, we use daily stock prices data for the period from 2013.01.04 

until 2018.12.28 (1458 observations). 

For the second portfolio construction experiment, we have chosen stocks from the Hong Kong 

Stock Exchange. In this case we were able to choose companies, operating in different countries and 

under different regulation, what made it possible, to construct more diversified portfolio with stocks, 

which are not exposed to similar market trends. Chosen stocks are presented in table 2. 

 

 

 

 

(2) 
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Table 2. List of the stocks for portfolio optimization for the HKEX. 

Ticker  Company  Industry Features 
0003.HK Hong Kong & China Gas Co. 

Ltd 

Public Utility HK 

company 0005.HK HSBC Holdings plc Banking UK 

company 0066.HK MTR Corporation Ltd Railroads HK 

company 0388.HK HKEx Ltd Financial 

Services 

HK 

company 0700.HK Tencent Holdings Ltd IT H share 
0823.HK Link Real Estate Investment 

Trust 

Property HK 

company 0883.HK China National Offshore Oil 

Corporation 

Energy Red Chip 
1128.HK Wynn Macau, Limited Resorts & 

Casinos 

USA 

company 0019.HK Swire Pacific Conglomerate UK 

company 2319.HK China Mengniu Dairy Co. Ltd Dairy H share 
 

It can be seen, that our portfolio well diversified as it includes stocks of companies, registered in 

different countries, also, the portfolio contains stocks of companies operating in 10 different indus-

tries. All chosen stocks we can purchase on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, so, all the stocks are 

listed in HK dollars. 

For portfolio construction purposes, based on a Markowitz optimization model, in the empirical 

part, we use the following algorithm: 

1. To obtain a number of historical data for an in-sample period; 

2. To calculate log returns and covariance matrix of the chosen stocks; 

3. To run an optimization model and find stock weights. 

The structure of Markowitz optimal portfolio for the SSE shown in table 3. 

Table 3. Markowitz optimal portfolios constructed for the SSE. 

 
 

As can be seen, for the Shanghai Stock Exchange we got 10 different portfolios with different re-

quirements on a minimum return (µp), so all portfolios have a different structure and different levels of 

risk. Also, we found a Global Minimum Variance (GMV) portfolio, with the lowest standard devia-

tion, where there are no requirements on minimum return. From Table 3 we can see, that with an in-

crease of the required level of μp, the risk of the overall portfolio rises and stocks with lower yield are 

gradually excluded from the portfolio. 

Same as for the SSE portfolio, for the HKEX portfolio we found optimal portfolio sets for require-

ments on risk from μp≥0,02% until μp≥0,11%. Also, we found a Global Minimum Variance (GMV) 

portfolio, with an expected level of risk of 0,76% (Table 4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

600028 600030 600036 600050 600104 600276 600519 601088 601318 601668

µp ≥ 0,02% 1,62% 34,99% 9,00% 7,16% 8,17% 8,07% 3,59% 4,73% 11,13% 6,24% 6,91%

µp ≥ 0,03% 1,57% 22,40% 9,49% 8,55% 9,06% 9,02% 7,08% 7,31% 10,58% 8,08% 8,42%

µp ≥ 0,04% 1,55% 9,31% 10,03% 10,08% 10,05% 10,05% 10,19% 10,14% 9,97% 10,10% 10,08%

µp ≥ 0,05% 1,55% 0,00% 6,96% 11,48% 10,88% 10,94% 14,03% 12,92% 9,12% 12,03% 11,63%

µp ≥ 0,06% 1,51% 0,00% 0,00% 10,97% 10,58% 10,74% 19,35% 16,27% 5,67% 13,77% 12,67%

µp ≥ 0,07% 1,51% 0,00% 0,00% 8,25% 9,20% 9,49% 25,21% 19,58% 0,23% 15,03% 13,01%

µp ≥ 0,08% 1,55% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 2,32% 8,23% 33,70% 24,59% 0,00% 17,22% 13,94%

µp ≥ 0,09% 1,60% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 44,17% 26,49% 0,00% 16,82% 12,52%

µp ≥ 0,10% 1,73% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 61,81% 22,94% 0,00% 10,41% 4,84%

µp ≥ 0,11% 1,95% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 80,68% 17,95% 0,00% 1,37% 0,00%

GMV 1,430% 19,60% 0,00% 22,05% 4,14% 7,15% 22,07% 20,82% 2,75% 0,00% 1,41%

Constraint δ 
Weights
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Table 4. Markowitz optimal portfolios constructed for the HKEX. 

 
 

In this approach, the optimal portfolios constructed according to the classical Markowitz model, so 

weights of assets in the portfolio do not change until the end of the investment period and this step is 

the final for the investor. At the next section, we found an optimal portfolio for the same stocks but 

using multivariate time series forecast through a BEKK GARCH model. 

2.4. Optimal portfolio construction using multivariate time series forecasts 

To construct an optimal portfolio based on a multivariate time series forecast we used the BEKK 

GARCH model, described in the first part. 

We use the econometric package “EViews 10” to estimate the parameters of the multidimensional 

GARCH model, as well as the sample numerical characteristics of the time series. So, the following 

algorithm implemented to solve the problem of construction of an optimal portfolio with a multidi-

mensional GARCH model: 

1. To obtain a number of historical data on profitability; 

2. To conduct an analysis of time series data on stationarity and test for “ARCH-effects”; 

3. To estimate the parameters of the multidimensional GARCH model for the conditional cova-

riance matrix of the income vector; 

4. To model a forecast of the vector of conditional mathematical expectations of daily returns and 

conditional covariance matrix at the time of t+1; 

5. To construct an optimal portfolio based on forecasted conditional estimates. 

Because GARCH-type models are very sensitive to the number of data, they are more efficient for 

a time-series with a large number of observations. For this reason, for both stock exchanges we chose 

daily stock returns for the in-sample period from 2013.01.04 until 2018.12.28 (1458 observations in 

total). 

First, we analyzed the descriptive statistics and checked all time-series on stationarity and the pres-

ence of ARCH effect through the Engle test in an Eviews. All time-series shows the presence of 

ARCH effect what allowed us to apply the GARCH model to chosen time-series data. 

Then, using Akaike’s information criterion (AIC), we evaluated diagonal BEKK GARCH models 

for different orders, to find the best fitted for the data series model. Table 5 shows the output of the 

analysis. 

Table 5. AIC for different orders of the BEKK Model for SSE and HKEX. 

  BEKK (1,1) BEKK (2,1) BEKK (2,2) BEKK (3,2) 

AIC (SSE) -54,01 -52,9594 -52,884 -52,8085 

AIC 

(HKEX) -59,058 -59,033 -58,592 -58,579 

 

According to AIC, we have to choose the model with the lowest value. Therefore, for the Shanghai 

Stock Exchange and for the Hong Kong Stock Exchange portfolios we selected a BEKK (1,1) model.  

From the BEKK (1,1) model, we found estimates for a conditional vector of returns and estimates 

for a conditional covariance matrix, and we concluded, that all the values, estimated in the model are 

0003.HK 0005.HK 0019.HK 0066.HK 0388.HK 0700.HK 0823.HK 0883.HK 1128.HK 2319.HK

µp ≥ 0,02% 0,77% 33,16% 12,52% 9,73% 19,73% 0,00% 1,04% 22,05% 0,00% 0,00% 1,77%

µp ≥ 0,03% 0,79% 34,49% 6,43% 5,21% 20,02% 0,00% 6,15% 25,35% 0,00% 0,00% 2,36%

µp ≥ 0,04% 0,83% 35,81% 0,34% 0,69% 20,30% 0,00% 11,26% 28,65% 0,00% 0,00% 2,95%

µp ≥ 0,05% 0,88% 29,65% 0,00% 0,00% 15,31% 0,00% 19,58% 32,52% 0,00% 0,00% 2,94%

µp ≥ 0,06% 0,96% 22,67% 0,00% 0,00% 9,73% 0,00% 28,22% 36,43% 0,00% 0,00% 2,95%

µp ≥ 0,07% 1,06% 15,74% 0,00% 0,00% 4,21% 0,00% 36,90% 40,33% 0,00% 0,00% 2,82%

µp ≥ 0,08% 1,17% 7,63% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 45,65% 44,07% 0,00% 0,00% 2,66%

µp ≥ 0,09% 1,30% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 56,34% 42,91% 0,00% 0,00% 0,76%

µp ≥ 0,10% 1,45% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 69,87% 30,13% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

µp ≥ 0,11% 1,64% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 83,36% 16,64% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

GMV 0,76% 31,39% 17,53% 14,18% 18,61% 0,00% 0,00% 18,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,28%

Constraint δ 
Weights
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statistically significant, so we were able to use these parameters to predict the conditional values of 

daily returns and conditional covariance matrix for further portfolio optimization. 

At the fourth step, mentioned in an algorithm above, through an Eviews, using BEKK (1,1) model 

we found new conditional mean returns and forecasted new conditional covariance matrix on a mo-

ment t+1.  

Also, we observed, that for two examined stock exchanges, forecasted values in a conditional cova-

riance matrix are different from the values in an unconditional covariance matrix, developed in a pre-

vious section.  

In the fifth step, using the new forecasted conditional covariance matrix and new conditional vector 

of returns we run the same portfolio optimization model as for the classical Markowitz optimization 

model.  

Optimal portfolios for the Shanghai Stock Exchange, constructed, using the BEKK (1,1) model, are 

displayed in Table 6. For comparison, in this table we also displayed weights of the stocks in optimal 

portfolios, calculated using the classical Markowitz model, which was already shown in Table 3. 

Table 6. Optimal portfolios, constructed using the classic Markowitz model and optimization model 

with multivariate time series forecasts (SSE). 

* - denotes portfolios, constructed using the BEKK model 

 
 

As we can see from Table 6, all the weights in portfolios, constructed using the two different mod-

els, are different. Differences in weights and expected standard deviation in classical Markowitz port-

folios and in Markowitz portfolios with use of the BEKK models are significantly different, especially 

in portfolios, with lower required μ. But we can notice, that in both models there is a similar trend 

when the required level of return increases: from all optimal portfolios with the required level of return 

µp ≥ 0,09%, are excluded stocks - 600028, 600030, 600036, 600050, 601088. It means, that these 

stocks have lower expected return and are more volatile, according to analyzed values.  Also, can be 

observed, that the expected level of risk in the majority of portfolios is larger for portfolios, con-

structed using the classical Markowitz optimization model. It can be explained by an assumption, that 

conditional values, which we estimated through a BEKK model, allow us to decrease the volatility of 

an overall portfolio. 

Table 7 represents new portfolio sets for BEKK optimized portfolios and classical Markowitz port-

folios for the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. 

 

 

 

600028 600030 600036 600050 600104 600276 600519 601088 601318 601668

µp ≥ 0,02% 1,62% 34,99% 9,00% 7,16% 8,17% 8,07% 3,59% 4,73% 11,13% 6,24% 6,91%

*µp ≥ 0,02% 1,12% 9,00% 0,00% 0,00% 27,76% 21,42% 0,00% 9,85% 13,52% 13,31% 5,14%

µp ≥ 0,03% 1,57% 22,40% 9,49% 8,55% 9,06% 9,02% 7,08% 7,31% 10,58% 8,08% 8,42%

*µp ≥ 0,03% 1,15% 10,59% 0,43% 0,00% 31,67% 22,98% 0,00% 10,77% 0,22% 16,50% 6,85%

µp ≥ 0,04% 1,55% 9,31% 10,03% 10,08% 10,05% 10,05% 10,19% 10,14% 9,97% 10,10% 10,08%

*µp ≥ 0,04% 1,18% 8,13% 0,00% 0,00% 29,11% 23,01% 5,96% 16,49% 0,19% 8,56% 8,54%

µp ≥ 0,05% 1,55% 0,00% 6,96% 11,48% 10,88% 10,94% 14,03% 12,92% 9,12% 12,03% 11,63%

*µp ≥ 0,05% 1,24% 6,03% 0,00% 0,00% 26,77% 23,44% 12,51% 20,96% 0,00% 0,00% 10,29%

µp ≥ 0,06% 1,51% 0,00% 0,00% 10,97% 10,58% 10,74% 19,35% 16,27% 5,67% 13,77% 12,67%

*µp ≥ 0,06% 1,34% 2,27% 0,00% 0,00% 20,69% 22,20% 19,33% 24,91% 0,00% 0,00% 10,60%

µp ≥ 0,07% 1,51% 0,00% 0,00% 8,25% 9,20% 9,49% 25,21% 19,58% 0,23% 15,03% 13,01%

*µp ≥ 0,07% 1,47% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 13,59% 20,71% 26,44% 29,01% 0,00% 0,00% 10,24%

µp ≥ 0,08% 1,55% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 2,32% 8,23% 33,70% 24,59% 0,00% 17,22% 13,94%

*µp ≥ 0,08% 1,62% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 4,90% 18,86% 34,00% 33,33% 0,00% 0,00% 8,91%

µp ≥ 0,09% 1,60% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 44,17% 26,49% 0,00% 16,82% 12,52%

*µp ≥ 0,09% 1,80% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 14,98% 41,86% 37,35% 0,00% 0,00% 5,82%

µp ≥ 0,10% 1,73% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 61,81% 22,94% 0,00% 10,41% 4,84%

*µp ≥ 0,10% 2,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 8,46% 50,11% 40,98% 0,00% 0,00% 0,44%

µp ≥ 0,11% 1,95% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 80,68% 17,95% 0,00% 1,37% 0,00%

*µp ≥ 0,11% 2,24% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 60,60% 39,40% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

GMV 1,430% 19,60% 0,00% 22,05% 4,14% 7,15% 22,07% 20,82% 2,75% 0,00% 1,41%

*GMV 1,12% 9,12% 0,12% 0,00% 27,17% 21,31% 0,00% 8,25% 16,17% 13,29% 4,56%

Constraint δ 
Weights 
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Table 7. Optimal portfolios, constructed using the classic Markowitz model and optimization model 

with multivariate time series forecasts (HKEX). 

* - denotes portfolios, constructed using the BEKK model 

 
 

As can be observed from the tables 6 and 7, on the in-sample period, expected values of risk are 

significantly lower for Hong Kong Stock Exchange portfolios, because the following portfolio is more 

diversified than portfolio for the Shanghai Stock Exchange.  

As a result of calculations above, for the selected set of stocks, we applied two models of portfolio 

optimization: classical Markowitz optimization model, and optimization model with conditional fore-

casted values, through a BEKK GARCH model. At the next step, we backtest all developed models on 

the out-of-sample period, to define, portfolios based on which model perform better. 

2.5. Portfolio Backtesting 

To demonstrate the viability of techniques that we have developed, we evaluate the performance of 

constructed portfolios through backtesting. To perform the backtesting we use historical prices of 

stocks included in final portfolios for the out-of-sample period from 02.01.2019 until 31.01.2019. 

Analysis of real returns of constructed portfolios on the out-of-sample period, al-lows us to deter-

mine, whether the forecast of numerical characteristics is accurate and enables to reduce the volatility 

of the overall portfolio. Actual portfolio return was calculated as fol- lows: 

𝑟𝑡𝑝 =  𝑤𝑠𝑡 × 𝑟𝑠𝑡
10
𝑖=1  

where, 

rtp – portfolio return on the day t; 

wst – weight of the stock in an optimal portfolio on the day t; 

rst – actual stock return on the day t. 

 

According to Markowitz optimization theory, unconditional forecasted values (covariance matrix 

and returns) obtained in tables 3 and 4, are stable. For this reason, optimal portfolios constructed at the 

beginning of the out-of-sample period and do not change until the end of the investment period. So, 

first, using the equation (3), we evaluated the performance of the portfolios, constructed through the 

classical Markowitz optimization model on the out-of-sample period for the SSE and HKEX.  

At the next step, we calculated actual returns for portfolios constructed using BEKK GARCH 

model. Because in this section we developed portfolios using multivariate time series forecasts (BEKK 

model), estimated conditional covariance matrix and vector of daily stock returns are also forecasts, 

but only for the day, immediately following the end of the in-sample period (02.01.2019). So, fore-

casted conditional covariance matrix and vector of returns for the day 03.01.2019 already will be dif-

0003.HK 0005.HK 0019.HK 0066.HK 0388.HK 0700.HK 0823.HK 0883.HK 1128.HK 2319.HK

µp ≥ 0,02% 0,77% 33,16% 12,52% 9,73% 19,73% 0,00% 1,04% 22,05% 0,00% 0,00% 1,77%

*µp ≥ 0,02% 0,70% 41,89% 13,86% 9,98% 18,36% 2,46% 0,00% 13,45% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

µp ≥ 0,03% 0,79% 34,49% 6,43% 5,21% 20,02% 0,00% 6,15% 25,35% 0,00% 0,00% 2,36%

*µp ≥ 0,03% 0,70% 43,16% 12,17% 8,03% 17,80% 2,42% 0,07% 15,82% 0,00% 0,00% 0,52%

µp ≥ 0,04% 0,83% 35,81% 0,34% 0,69% 20,30% 0,00% 11,26% 28,65% 0,00% 0,00% 2,95%

*µp ≥ 0,04% 0,72% 44,93% 7,35% 5,54% 17,58% 0,13% 4,92% 18,33% 0,00% 0,00% 1,23%

µp ≥ 0,05% 0,88% 29,65% 0,00% 0,00% 15,31% 0,00% 19,58% 32,52% 0,00% 0,00% 2,94%

*µp ≥ 0,05% 0,75% 46,67% 1,59% 2,69% 16,89% 0,12% 9,81% 20,86% 0,00% 0,00% 1,36%

µp ≥ 0,06% 0,96% 22,67% 0,00% 0,00% 9,73% 0,00% 28,22% 36,43% 0,00% 0,00% 2,95%

*µp ≥ 0,06% 0,79% 44,94% 0,00% 0,00% 13,81% 0,08% 15,30% 24,03% 0,00% 0,00% 1,84%

µp ≥ 0,07% 1,06% 15,74% 0,00% 0,00% 4,21% 0,00% 36,90% 40,33% 0,00% 0,00% 2,82%

*µp ≥ 0,07% 0,85% 40,17% 0,00% 0,00% 8,70% 0,08% 21,65% 27,49% 0,00% 0,00% 1,92%

µp ≥ 0,08% 1,17% 7,63% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 45,65% 44,07% 0,00% 0,00% 2,66%

*µp ≥ 0,08% 0,92% 35,51% 0,00% 0,00% 3,87% 0,00% 28,12% 31,02% 0,00% 0,00% 1,48%

µp ≥ 0,09% 1,30% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 56,34% 42,91% 0,00% 0,00% 0,76%

*µp ≥ 0,09% 1,01% 29,66% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 34,68% 34,40% 0,00% 0,00% 1,27%

µp ≥ 0,10% 1,45% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 69,87% 30,13% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

*µp ≥ 0,10% 1,11% 20,18% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 41,77% 37,43% 0,00% 0,00% 0,62%

µp ≥ 0,11% 1,64% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 83,36% 16,64% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

*µp ≥ 0,11% 1,22% 10,30% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 48,73% 40,36% 0,00% 0,00% 0,62%

GMV 0,76% 31,39% 17,53% 14,18% 18,61% 0,00% 0,00% 18,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,28%

*GMV 0,70% 41,89% 13,86% 9,98% 18,36% 2,46% 0,00% 13,45% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Constraint δ 
Weights 

(3) 
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ferent, since the information that appeared on 02.01.2019 also should be taken into account.  Thus, for 

the entire out-of-sample period, it is necessary to obtain 21 more estimates of the conditional cova-

riance matrix and the conditional mean of daily returns of considered stocks. To carry such analysis, 

parameters of the vector of daily returns and parameters of the BEKK (1,1) model should be re-

evaluated every time, when new information appears. Therefore, the estimation of the parameters of 

the BEKK (1,1) model also realized on a sample of 1458 observations, however, we had to move our 

sample one day ahead 21 times, every time taking into account the new appeared values from the out-

of-sample period. Moving “one day ahead” forecast also was carried through an econometric package 

EViews10.  

The graphs below indicate the cumulative average performance of portfolios developed using two 

different models for a period from 02.01.2019 until 31.01.2019. 

 

Figure 1. Mean and standard deviation of the optimal portfolios on the out-of-sample period for the 

Shanghai Stock Exchange. 

According to an analysis of figure 1, it is obvious, that optimal Markowitz portfolios outperformed 

results of portfolios constructed using time series forecasts by overall values of return and risk. Only 

for portfolios, constructed with required μ≥0,10% and μ≥0,11%, BEKK portfolio showed lower vola-

tility.  

For comparison of portfolios performance, we calculated the Sharpe Ratio. As a risk-free rate, we 

chose the rate of return of the China Government 1-year bond. Based on the analysis of the Sharpe 

Ratio we found, that the Sharpe Ratio of portfolios constructed using classical Markowitz optimization 

model is higher. It implies, that Markowitz portfolios performed better on the out-of-sample period, 

and showed a higher return with lower volatility. 

Despite the fact, that most of the Markowitz portfolios showed higher returns, in comparison with 

BEKK portfolios, it is noticeable, that actual and forecasted risk data in portfolios, constructed with 

help of a BEKK model are almost the same and goes in the same direction, while in portfolios, based 

on the classical Markowitz model, these values are different almost for all portfolios with a different μ. 

So, on the basis of our findings, we can conclude, that the final result of BEKK portfolios, on the out-

of-sample period, is similar to forecasted values on the in-sample period towards to risk and average 

return values. By contrast, the in-sample and out-of-sample results, for classical Markowitz portfolios, 

are different. Therefore, portfolios constructed through multivariate time series forecasts, in practice, 

better follow the forecasted values, based on a historical return, what allow investor make more effi-

cient decisions about capital allocation. 

Figure 2 shows the overall performance of portfolios constructed for the Hong Kong Stock Ex-

change. 
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Figure 2. Mean and standard deviation of the optimal portfolios on the out-of-sample period for the 

Hong Kong Stock Exchange. 

Based on the results for the out-of-sample period, it appears, that by return, Markowitz portfolios 

outperformed BEKK portfolios. On the other hand, in figure 2 clearly visible, that standard deviation 

in all BEKK portfolios significantly smaller, than in Markowitz portfolios. As an example, for the 

portfolio with μ≥0,11%, the standard deviation of the portfolio, constructed through the BEKK model, 

are smaller by 0,31 percentage points.  

As a risk-free rate for Sharpe Ratio, we chose the 1-year rate of return of the Hong Kong govern-

ment bond. We found, that the Sharpe Ratio of portfolios developed using BEKK GARCH model is 

lower than the ratio of Markowitz portfolios. Therefore, in the case of the Hong Kong Stock Ex-

change, BEKK portfolios more attractive for investors by its return and risk results. 

Also, the standard deviation in Markowitz portfolios increases more extensively, when the required 

level of return increases. It implies, that portfolios, constructed with help of the multivariate time se-

ries forecasts, are less volatile, than portfolios, constructed through classical Markowitz approach.  

In previous stages, based on two models of portfolio construction, we found optimal portfolios for 

the Shanghai Stock Exchange and Hong Kong Stock Exchange. At the conclusion part, we summed up 

all results, achieved through conducted research and gave recommendations according to the outcome 

of the study. 

3. Conclusion 

3.1. Main findings of the study 

The following research focused on the construction of optimal investment portfolios using the classic-

al Markowitz optimization model and Generalized Autoregressive Model of Conditional Heterosce-

dasticity (GARCH).  

The main objective of the study was to determine, whether the use of a multidimensional model of 

generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (BEKK GARCH) can improve the accuracy 

of the portfolio volatility forecast and thereby reduce the risk of the optimal stock portfolio.  

The final performance of Markowitz and BEKK portfolios for the Shanghai Stock Exchange 

shows, that optimal Markowitz portfolios outperformed results of the BEKK models by overall values 

of return and risk, and only for portfolios, constructed with required μ≥0,10% and μ≥0,11%, BEKK 

portfolio showed lower volatility. By contrast, performance results for the Hong Kong Stock Ex-

change shows, that all BEKK portfolios showed lower volatility than Markowitz portfolios. Also, by 

comparison of the final performance graphs for two stock exchanges we found, that in optimal BEKK 

portfolios, constructed for the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, the standard deviation is significantly 
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smaller, than in Markowitz portfolios. And the standard deviation in Markowitz portfolios increases 

more significantly when the required level of return increases. It proves, that portfolios, constructed 

with help of the multivariate time series forecasts, are less volatile, than portfolios, constructed 

through classical Markowitz approach. 

In portfolios for the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, real returns and risk results are better correlated 

with predicted values, in comparison with portfolios for the Shanghai Stock Exchange. Such differ-

ences indicate that results of the models in well-diversified portfolios are better follow predicted val-

ues. This finding justifies the construction of two different portfolios for the conducted research. 

According to the main purpose of the research, on the basis of empirical analysis results, we con-

firmed, that in fact, optimal portfolios, developed using the multivariate BEKK GARCH model, have 

a lower standard deviation, than optimal portfolios, constructed using Markowitz optimization model. 

It confirms that multivariate time series forecasts can improve the accuracy of portfolio optimization 

models and reduce overall portfolio volatility. These results are almost identical for the Shanghai 

Stock Exchange, as well as for the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. But according to calculations out-

comes, BEKK portfolios, constructed for the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, showed lower volatility for 

all portfolio sets with different requirements on a lower return. So, in terms of accuracy of prediction, 

more diversified portfolios perform better, than less diversified. 

3.2. Practical recommendations and relevance of the research results 

As a conclusion, we confirmed, that according to the main research issue, time series forecasts con-

ducted through the GARCH BEKK model actually decreasing portfolio volatility and allow more ac-

curately predict future portfolio outcomes. Also, recalling the obtained results, we found, that portfolio 

developed using the GARCH model, better follows the structure of the predicted values, which is very 

important for investments decision making.  

However, it is important to note, that the findings above also have limitations: 

1. GARCH-type models are very sensitive to the size of the sample, therefore it is more appropriate

to apply such models only for long time series. 

2. In the optimal portfolios, constructed through multivariate time series forecasts, forecasted esti-
mates depend on the size of the sample data (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.), hence an investor has to 
reevaluate model permanently and adjust portfolio according to new optimal weights. In other words, 
an active portfolio management strategy is a must. 

3. Active portfolio strategy increases transaction costs, therefore it can be unsuitable for passive in-
vestors. 

So, according to above mentioned features of the portfolio, developed using the GARCH model, it 

is possible to recommend such strategy mostly to active investors. 

For passive investors, using “buy and hold strategy”, will be more appropriate to choose Markowitz 

portfolio optimization model, because, regarding our results, this model also shows high return and 

outperformed stock market indexes, as well as results of the portfolios, constructed using GARCH 

model, in terms of return. Also, because for passive investors portfolio volatility is not very essential, 

as opposed to active investors, more volatile portfolio will not affect an overall investor’s return, what 

makes it possible, for passive investors to use Markowitz optimization models. 

The findings of the following research are providing a good basis for the present investors, who are 

looking for the methods of portfolio construction, which can improve the overall portfolio perfor-

mance. Building upon the results of the research, real investors can apply studied models for their own 

investment strategies, or decide, how the particular models suit for their own needs on the examined 

markets.  

Also, the results of the research will be useful in further study of the methodology of portfolio con-

struction.  
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